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Background

3

The Division of Personnel Preparation of the federal

Office of Special Education has made regular education inservice

(REGI) a priority area for funding over the past few years. As

a broader spectrum of educators and related professionals become

involved in the education of handicapped children, they are

beginning to turn to their own professional associations to

provide opportunities and resources to develoP the skills neces-

sary in these new roles.

In order to facilitate the dissemination of inservices

practices beyond the Network, NIN has launched an initiative to

link the professional associations in the REGI effort.

Interviews with over twenty professional education associa-

tions were held in December of 1981 in an effort to determine

current needs in inservice education.

The National Advisbry Board to the National Inservice

Network responded to one of,those need areas identified by the

associations by organizing a taSk force to qualitatively assess

the past and present REG1 materials.

The efforts of the Task Force on Qualitative Assessment of

Regular Education Inservice Materials, follow.

Although printing had to be delayed to allow time to insure

the accuracy of source information and to acquire permission to

reproduce some materials, we are delighted to share this work

with you now and hope you will find it most useful as you.continue

your work in inservice education.

Leonard C. Burrello
Project Director
National Inservice Network

Patricia P. Kells
Chairperson
Qualitative Assessment of

Regular Education Materials
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The criteria for inclusion of inservice materials to be

qualitatively analyzed were:

1) designed for target audience of regular education

instructional personnel

2) not solely a piece of reference material

3) not commercially published for profit

The first.criteria was necessary to meet the needs

identified by the national associations who participated in

the December 1981 survey described'in the introduction of

this report. The elimination of reference materials which

were not a part of a larger inservice "package" was made to

avoid the qualitative analysis of print, audio, or video

materials which were primarily prepared for use by'an audience

of one person or'were journal articles, texts or films best

used as outside readings, or supplemental materials for a

directed course of study.

The exclusion criteria of commercially published materials

was made to reduce the number of materials analyzed to a more

manageable level and was based on the assumption that the infor-

mation regarding published materials would be available from

sources o,her than this effort.

Sample Selection

The pool of materials from which the sample Tds selected

included the holdings of the Center for Educational Experimen-

_
tation, Development., and Evaluation (CEEDE), under the director-

,

ship of Lawrence M. Stolurow at The University of Iowa.

&
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Dr. Stolurow directed the A System of Personnel Development

(ASPD) project from 1978-1981 which had as one of its major

purposes the identification of inservice materials designed

to assist the regular educator better serve the handicapped

student. The pool of materials available in Iowa exceeded

500 pieces:

To both update and/add to the'Iowa holding, all Regular

Education Inservi (REGI) projects from 1978-1982 were

requested to send'any inservice materials which they had

developed for consideration in the qualitative analysis.

This request yielded over 100 pieces of ma'terial

The procedures employed to select the sam le of aterials

for inclusion in the qualitative analysis involved ersonal,

cursory review of/all materials sent by REGI directors

determine if they met the.selection criteria. This same

procedure was used on approximately 300 pieces of material in

the CEEDE holding which had not been previously categorized.

This review was conducted at the CEEDE offices by members of

the CEEDE staff, Patricia KellS, Chair of the Qualitative

Analysis, and Barbara Erwin, NIN National Coordinator.

The remaining 250 CEEDE holdings had previously been

evaluated through an initial staff review and through evalua-

tions completed by users of the modules. Of these, 72 modules

met the criteria for inclusion in the qualitative analysis,

However, six modules had received consistently low ratings

by users and were therefore excluded from further analysis.
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The sample of materials determined to meet criteria for

inclusion in the qualitative analysis totalled 131 with 66 coming

from the CEEDE and 65 from REGI project directors.

Instrumentation

The,CEEDE had developed an instrument to qualitatively eval-

uate training materials which had not been broadly applied to

inservice materials. This instrument was slightly modified, cri-

tiqued by five inservice specialists, revised and piloted before
t, 4

being used by the panels to obtain the reviews contained in this

report.

The four-page instrument used for the Qualitative Assessment

of Regular Education Inservice Materials was designed to provide

both descriptive and qualitative information about the materials

being reviewed. The descriptive information included author(s)

of materials, publication date, recommendecl length of time neces-

sary to use material, focus of training, type of instruction,

pilot testing results; tai-get audience of materials - regular edu-
,

cation instruction personnel, content area(s) , type(s) of students

with general content area(s), format, instructional approach, and

content approach. The qualitative information reviewed included

technical quality; clearly stated goals and objectives; appropriate,

sufficient and varied activities; evaluation; appropriate, accurate,

non-stereotypic and non-discriminatory content; and an over-all

qualitative evaluation ranging from excellent to unsatisfactory.

Review Procedures

The review process employed involved independent review of

each piece of material, first by experts in the field and then
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a con vening of three experts on April 1-3, 1982 to panel the

reviews. The materials which received a rating of "fair" or

higher by the expert panel were then sent to the eleven

members of the consumer panel for independent review. The

consumer panel met on April 22-23, 1982. Those materials

which received an over-all rating of "good" to "excellent",

seven series containing 49 separate* materials and fourteen

individual pieces of material, have been abstracted and are

included in this report.

,3

-
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TITLE:

author

.I'M A LOT LIKE YOU - Elementary and Secondary Program

Department of Exceptional Educatiori
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee

.Susan E.Gruber, Prqject Director

overview of series
*****************

The "I'm A Lot Like Youn/program is designed to help integrate

special education students into regular education classes.
-.-

There are modules in the series which deal with issues on both

elementary and secondary levels. The videotapes and accompanying

activities give teachers the opportunity to become familiar with

current issues in the mainstreaming of handicapped students and

dive them practical suggestions which they 6an put to use in

their classroom.

Each module consists of a videotape, a student workbook, a facil-

itator's manual, and where appropriate, response sheets and acti-
.

vities. The workbooks contain a variety of activities to rein-

force the concepts presented on the tapes, and they offer eXten-

sive optional reading. .r

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist

,University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
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TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU: Legislation

author Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber,Project Director

IpuWication date
July, 1978

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Elementary

types of student with general content areas

General student population

the instructional materials consist of

1) One videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Workbook

the instructional apProach is .

1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which corresPond to objectives; 4) Evaluation matezial

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

The videotape and activities accompanying this module provide
the participant with an understanding of the historical trends
leading to current mainstreaming legislation on both a national
and local level. Participants will be presented with informa-
tion on important court cases and the major elements inherent
in the concept of mainstreaming. They will discuss the pros and
cons of mainstreaming issues, laws dealing with "open record"
policies, concept and implications of "due process", and riljor
provisions of federal and state legislation,.

SOURCE

PRICE

CEEDE, College of Education
218.Lindguist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa .52242,

Available onReguest
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fITLE: rim A LOT LIKE YOU: Philosophical Considerations

author Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber,Project Director

Publication date
July, 1978

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Elementary

types of student with general-content areas

General student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of

1) One videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Workbook

the -instructional approdh is
1) Cleazly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective7 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

The material in.this module exposes the partiCipant to some of
the dilemmas posed by current philosophical issues. It describes
the historical trends from which individualism has developed

,and identifies factors which determine decision making in four
areas: 1) priority of the group versus priority of the individual,
2) teacher accountability, 3) teacher's responsibility to child's
classroom versus total environment, and 4) equal opportunity -

versus equal product.

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindciudst
University of Iowa '

Iowe City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on'Request'
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TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU: Human Relations

author Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber,Project Director

publication date
July, 1978

recommended,length of time necessary°to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Elementary

types ofstudent with general content areas

General student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of

1). One videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Workbook

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectivev; 2) Pre and post tests
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

The feelings, behaviors, and Unique experiences of the excep-
tional child are dealt with in,this module. The videotape pre-

, sents various ways in which a teacher can go about preparing
him/herself ;and his/her class for a mai-nstreamed student.
Common'reactions toward handicapped students are presented for
discussion and the process of values clarification is described.
Participants are introduced to resources available for classroom

.use in 'the areas of: 1) understanding individual differences,
2) values clarification, and 3) group Interactions.

SOURCE

PRICE

CEEDE, Collebe of Education
218 Lindquist
'University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Available on request
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TITLE: I'M A LOT Laim YOU: Range of Services

author
Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber,Project Director

publication date
July, 1978

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Elementary/Secondary

types of student with general content areas

General tudent population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consisttof
4

1) One videotape "fiK

2) Facilitator's Manual

'3) Student Workbook

the instructional, apProach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives;.2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

The videotape famildarizes participants with the range of educa-
tional services available for students with exceptional education
needs grades K-12. Discussion centers on the criteria used to
determine appropriate services and specifying the role of regular
teachers, special teachers, support personnel, and related ser-
vices in relation to programming for students.

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on request

1
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TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU: 4Characteristics

author
Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan.E.Gruber,Project Director

publication date
July, 197,8

A-ecommended length of time necessary tp use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

tai-get audience

Elementary

types of student with general content areas

General student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of

1) One videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual,

3) Student Workbook/Response Book

the instructional approach is
3.), Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material
4 for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material

abstract

The activities in this moduLe will familiarize teachers with
those characteristics in children which may indicate the need°
for an exceptional education referral. Specific characteristics
of various disabilities are presented and discussed.

SOURCE

PRICE

CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa '

Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Available on request
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TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU: Observation, Recording, and Graphing

author Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber,Project Director

'publication date
July', 1978

I recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Elementary

tYpes of student with general content areas

General \student population, All handicaps
.,

the instructional materials consist of

. 1) One videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Workbook

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to olpjectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective'; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

Techniques are presented which are.appropriate for the observa-
tion of both academic and social behaviors. Participants are
given the opportunity to practice techniques for recording and
graphing information obtained from observations.

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of. Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on reguest

.t)
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TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE You: Informal Inventories

author Department of Exceptional/Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber,Project Director

publication date
July, 1978

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

*type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Elementary

types of student with general conteht areas

General student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of

1) One videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Workbook

4

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) AcCivities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

A variety of informal inventories 'L.e described an'd demonstrated;
and participants discuss their application in a classroom situation.

SOURCE CEEDE. College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on request

2i
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TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU: Diagnostic Teaching

author
Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin_at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber, Project Director

publication date
July, 1978

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Elementary/Secondary

types of student with general content areas

General student population, All hanaicaps

the iffstructional materials consist of

1) One videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Workbook

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tes'ts;

3) AciLvities which correspond to objectivJs; 4) Evaluation material
for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material '

abstract

The videotape accompanying this module leads the participant
through the steps in the diagnostic teaching process and leads
to a4iscussion of the implementation of this process in the
regular teaching program with mainstreamed students.

(

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist

*University of Iowa
'Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on request
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TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU:
Referral and Multi-Disciplinary
Team Process

author Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber, Project Director

publication date
July,11978

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction,.

Group or individual

target audience

Elementary

types Of Stuffent with general content areas

General student population, All handicaps

the instructiOnal materials consist of

1) Twb videotapes

2) Facilitator's' Manual

3) .Student Workbook/Response Book

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) ACtivities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision fbr adding material
abstract

The videotape on the referral process shows a multidisciplinary
team meeting in action. The various referral forms and assess-
ment-instruments used by team members are shown and discussed.

0.0

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on request
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TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU: Teacher-Variables

/author Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber,Pr8ject Director

publicatio date
July, 1978

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hor

type of instriktion

Group or individual

target audience

Elementary

types of.student with general .content areas

General student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of

1) Two videotapes

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Workbook

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable obje'ctives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract N.

The effects of teacher variables on student achievement and class-
room environment are illustrated and discussed. Different teach-
ing styles and teacher behaviors are compared and contrasted.
Also Included arliopportunities to observe the levels of question-
ing and effective follow-up techniques in questioning. Evaluation
instruments used in rating teacher behaviors are presented.

SOURCE

PRICE

CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
Ueliversity of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Available on request
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TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU: Environmental Control

author
Department of Exceptional ducation
Universty of Wisconsin.at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber,Project Director

publication date
July, 1978

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3.hours

type of instruction

Groupltr individual

target" audience

Elementary

types of student with general content areas

General student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of
-.

1) One videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual
r-

3) Student, Workbook/Activity

the instructional approach is ,

1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests; .

3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision Toradding material
abstract

The videotape accompanying this module illustrates the signifi-
cance of manipulating the classroom environment to meet the
individual needs of children. Participants discuss how to
design a room arrangement that meets the rieeds of both students

and teachei. Various grouping strategies are also described and

discussed.

I

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on request
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TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU: Reading One and Two

author
Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Mftwaukee
SuSan E. Gruber, Project Director

publication date
July, 1978

recommended length of time neces,sary to use matetial
3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Elementary

types of student with general content areas ;

General student population, All handicaps

the instructional matt:trials consist of,

1) Two Videotapes

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Workbook

-4

the instructional approach is
1) 'Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pile and post ,t;ests;

3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material
for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material

abstract

Utilizing two videotapes, this module deals with individualized
reading and how it can be used to promote self-di,rection. Areas
covered include grouping strategies, media and materials, record-
keeping systems, and accommodating-individual differences.
Included in the workbook are scope and sequence charts and a
guide for selecting remedial reading series according to a child's
diagnosed strengths and weaknesses.

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52Z112

PRICE Available on request

26
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TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU.: Mathematics

.111

author Departmenof:Exceptional'Education
University oe Wiscensin at Mi.lwaukee
Sugam E.Gruber,Projeet Director

publication date
July, 1978 .

recommended lengthi of time nec6Ssary to use material

3 hours.

type of instruction

Group dr'individual

larget audience

aementary

types bf student 141:th general content areas

Cdneral student populatibn, Ala handicaps

the instrucflonal materials consist of

,1) Two videotapes

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Workbook

the instructional approach is.
1) Clearly stated, mea-urable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities whickcorrespond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objectiNzt5-hProvision for addipg m4erial
abstract . .

, 4

Videotape T,stresses the concept that moth is developmental, and
therefore teachers must make sure that students have prerequisites :
for understanding concepts presented. Piaget's work is cited
.and.demonstrated. Videotape II shows how to accommodate children
with special needs into the regular math class by.modifying cur-
riculum, strategies, and expectations. Many practical sugges-
tions are demonstrated and discussed.

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
.218 Lindquist ,

UniVersity of Iowa
Iowa City, owa 52242

PRICE Available on requestI
2
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TITLE: 'I'M A LOT LIKE YOU: Behavior Management Strategies
t

author Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee

d ?Susan E.Gruber,Project Director

publication date
- July, 1978

recommended length of time riecessary to:use material

3 hours

type of 'instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Mementary

types of student with general content areas, /

General student population, All handicps
.,

the instructional materials consist of

1) One .videotape
, -

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Workbook
...

..

4

.the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to'objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material /

abstract

A varlety 9f. techniques and procedures for behavior management
are demonstrated. Two broad areas of problem behavior are des-
cribed -- excessive behaviors and deficit behaviors. They are
discussed in relation to Dreikur's model, reality therapy ap-
proach, problem solving model, and operant model for behavior
change. Writing objective behavioral descriptions is also dis-
cussed.

1

SOURCE

-I

CEEDE, College of Education
.

218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City; Iowa 52242

,.

PRICE Available on request
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TITLE: I'M A LOT LIkE YOU: Philosophical Consideration

author Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconskn at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber,Project Director

publicatiZn date
July, 1978

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

GrouP or individual

target audience

Secondary

types of student with general content areas

General student population, All handicaps "

the instructional materials consist of

'1) One videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student lAtorkbook

the-instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objeotives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material

abstract

Philosophical issues frequently arising regarding educating
exceptional children in the mainstream are addressed. An open-
ended format pTcpmotes discussion and personal clarification.
Four issues foi.' discussion are: 1) priority of group versus
priority of ind vidual, 2) relevancy of curriculum versus standard
content, 3) cla sroom expectations versus broader environmental
expectations, a d 4) exclusion versus zero-rejection.

SOURCE CEEDE, College of,pucation
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa

. Iow"a City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available ton request

2
t

.0
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TITLE: I'm A LOT 1IKE YOU: Human Relations

author Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E. Gruber,Project Director

.publication date
July, 1978

recommended length.of time necessary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Secondary

types of stUdent w.ith general content areas

(eneral student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consisf-of.

1) One videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Work800k

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

Junior high and high school-aged participants in an interview
format explore their attitudes and feelings about individual dif-
ferences, the effects of labeling on their peer and teacher rela-
tionships, and teacher expectations based on stereotypes.
Video response sheets are marked by the participant. The manual
accompanying the videotape contains activities and discussion
questions.

'mimosa

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on request

3()



TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU: Characteristics

author Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E. Gruber,Project Director

publication date
July, 1978

recommended length of tiMe necessary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Secondary

types of student with general content areas

General student population, All handicaps

the Instructional materials consist of

1) One videotape

2) 'Facilitator's Manual

3) Stikdent Workbook

the instructioncN approach is
1) Clearly state ,

measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

The,difference between normal adolescent adjustment problems and

those that need special education intervention are discussed.
The videotape explains the overlapping of adjustment, educational
and physical problems at the secondary level and the influence of
this overlap when making programming decisions to meet a student's

needs. Secondary studerit's problems are viewed from an ecological
perspective in areas of education, and physical adjustment status.
The concept of problems is viewed on a continuum.

SOURCE *CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist.
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on reques.E

34
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TITLE; I'M A LOT LIKE YOU: Informal Inventories

author Department of Exceptional Education
University of WisconsYkLat Milwaukee
Su'san E.Gruber,Project Director

Publication date
July, 1978

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Secondary

types of student with general content areas

General student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of

1) One videotape -a.
2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Workbook%Response Book

the instructional approaa is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Eval/bation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

Informal assessment techniques are illustrated and their use in
defining a student's academic and/or social problems is demon-
strated. Instruction on selection, administration, and instruction
on Interpretdtion of an informal inventory instrument are given.

SOURCE :CEEDE, CO4ege of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on request



TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU: M-Team, IEP, and Parent Conferences

author Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber,Project Director

publication date
July, 1978 0

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

Te of instruction

Gloup or individual

target audience

Elementary and Secondary

types of student with general content areas

/ *General student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of

1) Two videotapes

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Student Workbook

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

The videotape illustrates the roles of the regular classroom
teacher and the parents in the procedures for referral, the multi-
disciplinary team, and the individual educational plan. The steps
involved in making a referral and the procedures of the multi-
disciplinary team, in relation to planning for secondary students
with,exceptional needs are shown. Techniques for conducting
parent conferences are discussed.

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE

14.

Available on request 3
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TITLE: I'M.A LOT LIKE YOU: Curriculum Analysis and Management

author
Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber,Project Director

publication date
July, 1978

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

6,pe of instruction

Group or individUal

target audience

Secondary

types of student with general content/ areas

General student populatiori% All handicaps

the instructional Materials consist of

1) One videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) 'Student Workbook

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) EvaluaUon material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

A procedure for managing curriculum to promote learning is
described, providing techniques and procedures for adapting and
modifying curriculum to meet special.needs of students. Specific
examples of how adaptations and modifications can be applied to
Mpecific content, areas are provided. Variables that effect class-
-.
room instructien are identified. Techniques for evaluating.student
learning and which meet the special needs of students are discussed.

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

1

.

PRICE Available on request
-

3 `.1



TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU% Career and Prevocational

author
Eepartment of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber, Project Director

publication date
July, 1978

recomthended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Secondary

types of student with general content areas

General student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of

1) One videotape

20 Facilitator's Manual

35' Student Workbook

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

The life-centered ppproach to career education for all students
is introduced in this module. The concept of adult functional
competencies and their relation to all students is discussed.
Participants explore how academic eurriculum can be modified to
prepare students to be competent adults. Minimal competencies
necessary for effeciive adult functioning are identified. Modi-
fying curric4um to incorporate career and pre-vocational aspects
of education into all content areas is algo discussed.

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of ma
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on request
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,TITLE: I'M A LOT LIKE YOU:
Developing Social
and Affective Behaviors

author Department of Exceptional Education
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
Susan E.Gruber,Project Director

publication date
July, 1978#

recommended length of time necessary to use material

: 3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Secondary

types of student with general content areas

General student population, All handicaps

the in'structional materials consist of

1) One videotape
fr

' 2) Facilitator s Manual

3) Student Workbook

the instructional aPProach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

The existence and operation of social and affective behaviors
In all clbssrooms is discussed. The development of self-manage-
ment skills and how these skills vary among individual students
is examined. Parf.icipants view some of the characteristics of a
cla.;sroom with a positive climate, and techniques for preventing
problems, improving communication, and problem-solving in the
classroom are explor0.

SOURCE

PRICE

CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Available on requfst 3 ti
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TITLE: EDUCATING STUDENTS IN LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENTS

author University of Kansas
Sghodl of Education
Produced by the Dean's Grant Project

o*Xigicv4iw**V*Mer*14As

The instructional modules in this series were developed by.the
faculty of the University of Kansas' School of Education to be
used in their preservice regular educationflasses. They were
developed with the intent of ending the separation between regular
and special education methodology in preparing teachers to serve
children in Least Restrictive Environments.

The developers assume that the integration of Least Restrictive
Environment content into 'regular education courses will:

.*enhance student appreciation of the fact that teaching mildly X

handicapped students in regular classrooms is an integral part
of the teaching responsibility, not an educational afterthought;

4
*facilitate student ability to apply techniques previOusly asso-
ciated with special education to regular education content;

*enhance student awareness of the critical importance Of sound
instructional technology in all content areas for mildly handi-
capped students;

*enhance the potential application of this content to addressing
the unique needs, learning styles, and interests of all students.

The "Educating Students in Least Restrictive Environmensts" series
includes the following five components:

Series I: Characteristics and.Assessment

Series II: Planning for Instruction

Series III: Instructional Management

Series IV: Communication Skills

Series V: Legal, Philosophical, and Social Issues:
Implications for Handicapped Students

The following components have been recommended by the NIN panels:
I, II, IV, and V.

SOURCE Robert.L. Hohn
4 Bailey Hall
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66045
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TITI,E:
EDUCATING STUDENTS IN LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENTS:
Series I: Charact,eristics and Assessment .

of Exceptional Learners .

..

author Upiversity of Kansas - -
School of Education - Dean's Grant Project

r Robert L. Hohn, Editor -

publication date
1978

recommended length of time necessary to use material.

. 15 hours
,

type of instruction: Group
.

0
target audience: All levels

./ ,

types of student with general content areas

General student population

the instructional materials consist of
..

1) Facilitator's Manual _----

2) Recommended readings; AV material are listed

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation, material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material

abstract

The modules in Series I "Characteristics and Assessment of Exceptional
Learners", are intended to supply basic information about exceptional
and normal children, bow they learn and how their performance may be
assessed in tile classroum.

The series discusses basic theoretical and applied techniques useful
in identifying and assessing normal and exceptional children. Included
are theories of learning, development and instruction, observation
techniques, informal and formal assessment procedures, and the devel-
opment of instructional objectives.'

Each module in the series includes specific recommendations to the
instructor, including a time schedule for teaching module content,
ipdependent work required of students, and discussion activities.
Recommonded readings are also listed.

The following module titles are inc1.ude0 in Series I:
1. Characteristics of Normal and Exceptional Learners
2. rlassroom AsseSsment Principles 4nd Procedures
3. Theoties of Learning
4. .Writing Behavioral Objectives

SOURCE Robert L. Hohn
4 Bailey Hall
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66045

PRICE $2.20
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TITLE: EDUCATING STUDENTS IN LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENXS:
Series III: Instructional Management for

Exceptional Children in Regular Classes
ft

author 'Univerisity of Kangas
School of Education.- Dean's Grant Project
Evelyn Swartz, Editor

publication date

1978
'=

recommended length of time necessary to use material

40 - 50 hours

type of instruction: Group

target_audience: All levels

types of student with general content areas

deneral student population

the instructionnl materials consist of
--

.Lk-Facilitator's Manual
2) Recommended readings, AV materials are listed

the.instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to gbjectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Proyi-siiin for adding material

-abstract

The content an§-auggested activities for these modules Acus on tech-
niques for managing instruction and include activities that help %
learners develop specific skills that are considered essential for
teachers wiloxking with,exceptional children. The modules include acti-
vities designed to help preservice teachers deveYbp skills that are

*
used directly with children; e.g., verbal and nonverbal communication,
questioning, motivation, and management through instruction. There
are also activities that deal with the development of skills that sup-
port instruetional programs; e.g., record keeping, reporting student
progress.

Series III includes ten instructional modules:
1) Instructional Planning for Learner Participation; 2) Verbal and fr

Nonverbal Communication; 3) Questioning Techniques for the Classroom;
4) Planning Frequent Success Experiences for the LearneT; 5) Motiva-
tional rechniques; 6) Managing Your Classroom; 7) Formative Evaluatiori
in tho Cla.isroom; 8) Maintaining Records of 8tudent.Progres;
cl) Roportinq Student Progress to Parents; 10) Reporttnq Student
Progress to Ancillary Personnel.

SOURCE 'Robert L. Hohn
4 Bailey Hall
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66045

PRICE s4.0

3 d



TITLE: EDUCATING STUDENTS IN LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENTS:
Series IV: Communication Skills

author
University of KaRsas
School of Education - Dean's Grant Project
Faith Scofield, Editor

publication date
1980

recommended length of time necessary to use material

5 hours .

type of instruction

Group

target auddence

All levels

types of student with general content.areds

General student population

the instructional materials consist of

1) Facilitator's,Manual

2.) Recommended Readings, AV material are listen

0

41.

the instructional approach is
1)'C1early stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
N) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding material
abstract

This series provides activities to Increase awareness of comMun-
ication styles and their effects on children. Attitudes toward
exceptional students, and their implications for teaching and
learning, are also discussed.

Series IV includes two instructional modules':
1. Communication Skills
2. Attitudes Toward Exceptionality

SOURCE Robert L. Hohn
4 Bailey Hall',
University of eansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66045

PRICE

40 lb



TITLE:

7

di
EDUCATING STUDENTS\IN LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENTS:
Seraes V: Legal, Philbsophical, and Social Issues:

Implications for Handicapped Students

author University of K.Ansas
School of Education - Dean's Grant Project

,Faith Scofield, Editor
publication date

1980

recommended lengtivof time necessary to'use material

23 hours

type of instruction : Group

target audience : All levels

types of student with general, content areas'

. General student population

the instructional materials consist of

1) Facilitator's Manual
2) Recommended readi'ngs, AV material are listed

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post te s;

Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material
for,each objective; 5) Provisipn for adding material

abstract

The legal implications of educating handicapped PIldren, including
the teacher's responsibilities, are discussed in tl\is series. The
influence of historical, social, ethical, attitudinal, environmeRtal,
and political factors. are examined in regard to educating handicapped
children. Priorities for service and policies are also presented.
These units assume previous introductory information eegarding
P.L. 94-142.

Ten instruct'ional modul s are included:
i) LitigIve and Legislative Trends in Educating Handicapped Students;

2) 1.4!gal Protections fo Handicapped Students in the Schools;
3) Teacher Responsibili y and the Law; 4) Historical Issues in Educat-

ing Handicapped Students; 5) Social and Ethical Implications of Terms
and Labels; 6) Values, Priorities, and Policies Regarding Handicapped

uk_k.nts; 7) Ethical and Social Consequences of Testing, Grouping, and
Freatment; 8) Social Determtnants of Attitudes towar Excep-

tionality; 9) Influence of Social and Environmental Interacti ns on
Self Wncept of.- Handicapped Students; 10) Public Attitudes, Po itical
Climate, School Policy: Impact on, Treatment of Exceptional Lea ners.

A

SOURCE Robert L. Hohn
4 Bailey Hall
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66045

PRICE C5.50

ct`i

53,
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"TLTLE: CAITE I

author Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation

overview of series
*****************
The primary objective of the CAITE I series (Computer 'Aided Instructio
.for Teacher Education) is to give regular education teachers and other
personnel the knowledge and skills necessary to deal effectively with
handicapped children in a regular school setting.

The CAITE I materials, consisting of sixteen independent modules, have
been designed for use in teacher education, both preservice and inser-
ice. They may also be used by aides, parents, administrators, and
other educational support personnel. The modules provide a basic in-
troduction to special education for tho regular teacher, giving exam-
ples of application at the primary through secondary levels.

Each module in the series contains:

1) a student booklet, which states the module objectives and provides
the participant with a factual background on the topic to be studied

2) a micro-computer based. program of instruction which first measures
student competency at entry, then leads the student through an inter
active program of study, using computer graphics and interacive
imbedded questions, and mastery test at the end of each module.

3) d management system, which is available to record the learner's re-
.,ponses, score choices and performance, store data, compare place-
meht and mastery tests, and provide reports to the learner and his/
'her instructor.

The CAITE senlies includes the following sixteen module topics:

1) Introduction to CAITE I; 2) Educational Information Processing
Modcl; 3) Decision Processes; 4) Gathering Information about Children;
5) Reliability, Validity and Usability; 6) Individual Differences and
Normality; 7) Profiles of Individual Differences; 8) Mental Disability;
9) Emotional Disabilities; 10) Visual Problems and Visual Screening;
11) Hearing Impairment; 12) Speech Problems; 13) Motor, Physical and
Health Problems; 14) Learning Disability; 15) Public Law 94-142;
16) Instructional Desigw Simulation

The following titles have been recommended by the NIN panels.

SOURCE Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation

218 Lindquist Center for Measurement
The ',niNiersity of.Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

(319) 353-4200 iml,
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TITLE: CAITE I: Introduction to CAITE

author Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation

PubilCattOddate
1981

recommended length of time necessary to up material

2 - 3 hours

type of instruction

Group or ;pdividual

target audtence

All levels

types of student with general content areas

General student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of

1) Student booklet

2) Micro-computer based program of instruction

3) Management System

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2). Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding and skipping materidl
abstract

This introductory module provides an understanding of.the two
educational responsibilities inherent in PL 94-142: 1) identi-
fication of children between 3 and 21 years of age with problems
which might interfere with their education, and 2) early inter-
vuntion for the prevention or remediation of educational problems.

SOURCE
Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation
218 Lindquist Center for Measurement
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 (319)353-4200

PRICE' $30.00 a module



TITLE:

author

CAITE I: The Decision Process

Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation

publication date

1981

I

recommended length of time necessar-yo use material

, 2 - 3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

All levels

types of student with general content areas

General 'student population

the instructional materials consist oi

1) Student booklet

2) Micro-computer based program of instruction

3) management System

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objecti;es; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4). Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) provision for adding and shipping material
abstract

Thedecision process is represented as a series of interrelated
tasks designed to help educational personnel make instructional
decision's about children in a logical and systematic manner.
-A flowchart is used to illustrate the sequence of. the process.
The module illustrates the importance of the continual screening,
evaluation, diagnosis, and possible referral of each.child in
the regular classroom.

SOURCE Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation
218 Lindquist Center for Measurement
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 (319)353-4200

pRICE $30.00 a module ,

4
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TITLE: CAITE I: Gathering Information about Children

author
0

Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation

publication date
1981

recommended length of time necessary to use material

2 - 3 houcs

type of fostructioo

Group or Individual

target audience

All leVels

types of student with general content areas

Gerlpral student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of

1) Student booklet

2) Micro-computer based program of instruction

3) Management SY'Stem

the instrctional approach is
1) Clearty stated, measurable objectivus; 2) Pre and-post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding and skipping material
abstract

Basic information about data collection is presented in this mod-
ule. Such areas as quantitative and qualitative information,
observed and inferred behavior, and the place of evaluation in
the tgaching-learning process are covered. A variety of evalua-
tion procedures are presented, including both formal and informal
assussment; and guidelines for selecting appropriate procedures
are included. Various observational techniques are discussed.

SOURCE Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation

218 Lindquist Center for Measurement
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 (319)353-4200

PRICE $30.00 a module
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TITLE: CAITE^I: Prbfiles ,of Individual Differences

-

,author Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation

L...a___.-...

Publication ate

1981
recommended length of time necessary to use material

2 - 3 hours

type of.instruction

Group or individual

target audience

All levels ,

types of student with general content areas

General student population, All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of

1) Student booklet
ir

2) Micr6-computer based program of instruction

3) Management System

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding and skipping material

abstract

The construction and interpretation of student profiles is intro-
duced; profiling scores is presented as an effective.tool for
the identification of educational strengths and weaknesses in

children. The use of inter-individual and intra-individual dif-
ferences for the purpose of screening, diagnosing, making refer-
ral, and planning,a child's educational program is stressed.

\

SOURCE
Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation
218 Lindquist Center for Measurement
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 (319)353-4200

PRICE $30.00 a module
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TItLE: CAITE I: Hearing Impairment

author
Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation

publication date
1981

recommended length of time necessary to use material

2 - 3 hours

type of instruction

Group or IndiNiidual

.target audience

All levels

types of student with general content areas

Hearing Impaired

the instructional materials consfst of

1) Student booklet

2) Micro-computer based program of instruction

3) Management System

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, meastirable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond td objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5), Provision for adding and skipping material
abstract

This module gives background information on hearing problems
which might be encountered by the regular classroom teacher.
The physiology of hear*Ig is illustrated and explained, and pos-
ible causes of hearind loss are examined. Degrees and kinds of
hearing loss, and methOds of treatment are also covered. The
primary emphasis of this module, however, is on the educational
ignificance of Pie prOblem. Various suggestions for classroom
adaptations andAeaching techniques are given.

SOURCE
Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation

218 Lindquist Center for Measurement
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 (319) 353-4200

PflICE $30.00 a module

4?
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TITLE: CAITE I: Speech Problems

author Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and'Evaluation

pUblication date
1981

recommended length of time necessary to use material

2 - 3 hours

ype of instruction

.Group'or Individual

target audf cp

All lev 4

types of student with 4enera1 content areas/

Speech Impaired

the instructional-materials consist of

1) Student-booklet-

2) Micro.-computer based program of ihstruction

:11 Management System

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation Material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding and skipping material
abstract

Teacher information on the 1V.nds of speech problems he/she may
encounter in the regular cl ssroom is provided. Various_speech
problems, their causes, and symptoms are discussed, and the speech
processes are explained with illustrations. Finally, sugaestions
are provided to help a teacher deal effectively with developmental .

speech slifficulties of young children as well as those problems
which require more extensive treatment.

SOURCE
Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluatiori

218 Lindquist Center for Measurement
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 (319)353-4200

PRICE $30.00 a module

CS.

4s
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TITLE: Motor, Physical and Health Prdblems

author Center for Educatio44Y'Sx2erimentation,
Development, and Evaluation-..

publication date

c=r1981

recommended length of time necessary to use material'

2 - 3-hodra

tY6-6-6fITIStrUct ion

Group or Individual

target audience ,

*All levels

typeiThf,student with general content areas

Motor,--Physical and.Health Problems

the instructional materials Consist of

1) Student,booklet

'2) Micro-computer based program of instruction

3r-"Management System

heInstructionardpproacti is
1) C1ear,14 stated, measii-t-dble objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;-
3) Activities,whIch correspond-to bjectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objeCti-ve; 5) Provision r-adding and skipping material
abstract

Motor and organic problems-that may interfere with children's
learning are introduced. A detailed description of types of motor
and physical disabilities is given, along with their symptoms,
causes, treatment, and behavioral characteristics. Cerebral
pdlsy, brain -injury; epilepsy, muscular dystrophy, juvenile rheu-
matold arthritis, and chronic health problems are covered.
Suggesticns"for classroom adaptations and teaching techniques
are included.

SOURCE
Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation
218 Lindquist Center for Measurement
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 (319)353-4200

PRICE $30.00 a module
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TITLE: CAITE I: Learning Disabilities

author Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation

publication date
1981

recommended length of time necessary to use material

2 - 3 hours

type of instruction

Group or Individual

target audience

f All levels

types of student with general content areas

LearninebTtabled

the instructional materials consist of,.

1) Student booklet

2) Micro-computer based program of instruction

3) Management System

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests;
3) Activities which-correspond to4objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding and skipping material
abstract

The regular classroom teacher is provided with a general intro-
duction to learning disabilities. The module identifies a set
of common characteristics from various definitions of learning
disabilities. It gives background on the characteristics, the
identification, and the prbvalence of L.D. Sample IEP's are
shown. Various placement alternatives for learning disabled stu-
dents are identified. Instructional approaches frequently used
with L.D. students and current trends in L.D. education are covered.

SOURCE
Center for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation
218 Lindquist Center for Measurement
The University of Iowa

1

Iowa City, Iowa 52240 (319)353-4200

PRICE $30.00 a modxle

ou
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fITLE: TIPS FOR TEACHERS

author Center for Innova'tion in Teaching the Handicapped

,overview of series
******************

All of the modules in the "Tips Eor Teachers" series have been devel-
oped through a systematic procedure involving a team of special educa-
tors, instructional developers, media-production specialists, and eval-
uators. The content for each module was chosen from a list of topics
identified through an informal needs analysis conducted among teacher
trainers.

Each module in the series consists of an audiotape-filmtrip and a
student response booklet. The booklet provides trainees with the.oppor
tunity to apply the knowledge and skills gained from the module. The
exercises provide trainees with a blueprint for the classroom applica-
tion of what they learn.

The modules may be used to supplement 2nstruction in methods courses
or, in inservice teaching situations, to focus teachers' attention on
new and alternative techniques and to stimulate innovative approaches.

The following titles are available in the series:

1) Using Volunteers in the Classroom; 2)' Parents as Partners in Teach-
ing Handicapped Children; 3) Observing and Recording a Child's BehalAor;
4) Informal Reading Inventory; 5) Instructional Games for Handicapped
Children; 6) Teaching Reading to Handicapped Chrldren; 7) Teacher-Made
Reading Material's for the Handicapped; 8) A Decision-Making Model far
Teaching the Handicapped; 9) Classroom Charts for Handicapped Children;
10) Personalized Ouestions;_11)_Concept Analysis; 12) Planning a Con-
cept Lesson; 13) Specify.ing-Behavioral Objectives; 14) Ta'sk Analysis;
15) Lesson Planning Through Task Analysis; 16) Improving Spelling
Skills in Handicapped Learners; 17) Choosing a Curriculum Package;
18) Clussroom Graphics for Handicapped Children; 19) 'Designing Tutorin
Materials; 20) Troubleshooting in Teaching Concepts; 21) Designing Art
Experiences: Body Concepts

These modules have been recommended by the NIN panels:

SOURCE Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped
School of Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47409
(812)335-5847

'1,4,
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TITLE: TIPS FOR TEACHERS:
Teacher-Made Reading Materials for Handicapped Children

vkifor

author Center for Innovation in Teaching the handicapped
,

Publication date
/974

'recommended length of time necessary to use material

2 - 3 hours

type of instruction

Group or Individual

target audience

Primary and Intermediate

types of student with general content areas

General studentpopulation

the instructional materialsconsist of

'1) Filmstrip

2) Audiotape

3) Facilitator's Manual

-- 4) Student Wofkbook

the instructional approach is

1) Clearly s tated objectives; 2) nost test; 3) Activities which correspond
to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

abstract

The teacher is guided through the planning and writing of materials
matched to the reading achievement level and interests of handi-
capped children. The exercises give the teacher practical guides
to aid in writing and producing the materials in apPealing but
inexpensive form. Activities also include' writing materials for
a specific grade level, rewriting materials for lower grade levels,
and designing a criterion test to measure how well students are.,
meeting the objectives set for the ffiaterials.

SOURCE-

PRICE

Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped
Schobl of Education
Indiana University .

Bloomington, Indiana 47405
(312) 335-5847

$30:00 a module

52
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TITLE:

author

TIPS FOR TEACHERS:
Instructional Games for Handicapped Children-

Center for Innovation in.Teaching the Handicapped

publication date

1974
recommended length of time necessary to use material

11/2 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Primary and Intermediate

types of student with general content areas

General student population

the instructional materials consist of

1) Filmstrip
_

- 21 Audiotape

3) Facilitator's Manual

4) Student Workbook
A

the instructional approach is ,

, t

..

,

1) Clearly stated objectiVes; 2) Post test; 3) Activities which corres-
pond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

abstract

The exercises accompanying this module will help the teacher to
modify instructional games for use with handicapped children and
to adapt existing games to teacjl new topics. Two games, used as
illustrations, have been created, modifited, and adapted to meet
specific objectives. The teacher is giVen the opportunity to try
the.games and mddify them for use ill his/her own classroom. The
booklet also-includes a list of selected reference materials.

-.

:

c.

l

SOURCE Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped
School of Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47405
(812) 335-5847,

PRICE $30.00 a module

L
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TITLE: TIPS FOR TEACHERS:
Lesson Planning Through Task Analysis

author Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped

publication date

1974

recommended length of time necessary to use material

11/2 hours

type of instruction

Group or.individual

target audience

All levels

types of student with general content areas

(',eneral student population

the instructional materials consist of

1) Filmstrip

2) Audiotape

3) Facilitator's Manual

4) Student WorkbOok

the instructional apProach is,

1) Clearly stated objectives; 2) Post test; 3) Activities which
correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

abstract

Jo

In this continuation of the "Task Analysis" modide, steachers are
shown how to convert the previousl completed task analxsis into
a lesson plan. T1-1 skills ddmonstra ed include converting each
item of the task analysis into a beha oral objective, specifying

needqd, outlining teacher and student activities for
qach objective, and const.ructing a crite on item to test the
attainment of each objective in the lesson\plan.

SOURCE
Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped
School of Education

,

Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47405
(812)335-5847

PRICE $30.00 a module



TITLE: TIPS FOR TEACHERS: Informal Reading InventOry

author Center for Innoyation in Teaching the Handicapped

publication date ,

1974 .\\

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

tte of Instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Primary and Intermediate

.types of student with general content dreas

General student population, All handicapped

the instructional materials consist of

1) Filmstrip

2) Audiotape

3) Facilitator's Manual

4) Student Workbook

the instrational approach is

1) Clearly stated objectives; 2) Post test; 3) Activities which
correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

abstract

T,...ichers are introduced to the informal reading inventory and are
taught the skills necessary to use this assessment device with
handlcapped children. Activities and simulated classroom examples
Icad thc user through the steps involved in constructing the inven-
tory, including a word recognition list, an oral reading passage,
and comprehension questions. The sequence of steps in the admin-
istration of the inventory is outlined, and suggestions for coding,
acoring, and analyzing student performance are given.

SOURCE
Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped
School of Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47405
(812) 335-5847

PRICE $30.00 a module
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TITLE: TIPS FOR TEACHERS: Task Analysis

author Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped

publication date
1974

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

All levels

tyPes of student with general content areas

General student population

the instructional materials consist of

1) Filnistrip

2) Audiotape

3) Facilitator's Manual

4) Evaluation material for each objective

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated objectives; 2) Post test;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives;
4) Evaluation material for each objective

abstract

The audiotape and filmstrip in ehis module follow the progress
of a new teacher as he learns to perform a task analysis. The
accompanying activities are designed to help teachers analyze
a selected lesson topic, to break the objectives down into small,
easily managed tasks, and finally to arrange the tasks into a
logical learning sequence. The advantages of doing a task analysis
are discussed.

SOURCE

PRICE

Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped
School of Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47405
(812) 335-5847

$30.00 a module "'
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author Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped

53 ,

TITLE: TIkS FOR TEACHERS:
Improving Spelling Skills in Handicapped Children

publication date
'N. 1974

recommended length of time necessary to use material

2 hours

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

All levels

types o; student with general content areas
.1

i,

General student population

the instructional materials consist of

1) Filmstrip

.2) Audiotape

3) Facilitator's Manual

4) Student Workbook

the instructional approach is

1) Clearly stated objectives: 2) Post test
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) 2valuative material

abstract

Tbe exercises in this module are designed to help teachers learn
to match major types of written spelling errors with the appro-
priate remediation techniques. The content of the module is di-
vided into two major areas. The first focuses on classifying
spelling errors as phonetic or non-phonetic in origin, then deter-
mining which of a variety of causes is responsible for the error.
The second area centers on choosing f,rom among a variety of tech-
niques the one most appropriate for a specific spelling problem.

4

.

,
,

SOURCE
Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped
School of Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47405
(812) 335-5847

PRICE $30.00 a module
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TITLE:

author

TEACHING CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS -- K-3

Maryland State Department of Education
Dr. Lloyd Smith

overview of series
** * * ** * * * * * * * * *

The "Special Needs" elementary programhas been developed as an inserv
ice telecourse for primary teachers, providing them with introductory
information in the observation, identification, and management of pri-
mary pupils with mild to moderate learning problems. The program
-seeks to:

* Assist regular and special educators in developing observational
skills that will enablethem to recognize learning patterns that
may indicate actual or potential problems for pupils;

* Encourage educators to focus on learning characteristics rather tha
etiological categories of pupils;

* Offer teachers basic information on a variety of techniques,
methods, and procedures that can be utilized in working in the regu
lar classroom with,pupils who have,learning problems.

Each of the sixteen videotaped telelessons includes an interview with
subject-matter experts, and actual classroom scenes illustrating the
topic being studied. The follow-up seminars are designed to suppremen
the information presented in the telelessons.

The sixtedi titles in the Special Needs program are:

* Preview
* Teacher Attitude I
* Teacher Attitude II
* Observation of Behavior
* Behavior Problems
* Behavior Problems II
k Learning Styles
k Oral Receptive Language
* Oral Expressive Language
* Informal Assessment of Reading Problems
k An Analytic Approach to Reading
k A Synthesis Approach to Reading
* Mathematical Problems I
k Mathematical Problems II
* The Referral Process
* Review

Nit following modules have been recommended by the N1N panels:

SOURCE Joyce Braga
program Circulation
11767 Bonita Avenue
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117
(301) 337-4098

5
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TITLE:

author

TEACHING CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS, K-3:
Informal Assessment of Reading Problems ...........

Maryland State Department of Education
Dr. Lloyd Smith

publication date
19 79

recommended length of time necessary to use.material

1 hour

type Of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Early childhood, Primary
,

types of student with general content areas,

General student population,
Mildly handicapped, learning disabled

the iostructional materials consist of

1) Videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Teacher Manual

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, meaurable objectives; 2) Pre and Post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives
4) Evaluation material for each objective

abstract

The activities in this module stress the need for the regular
classroom teacher to gather information on a child's reading skills
in order to give a complete and accurate picture of*his/her
strenoths and weaknesses. A variety of methOds for informal

w
assessment of basic reading skills are demonstrated, including the

areas of visual perception,auditory perception, orientation,
sight vocabulary, word attack skills, oral reading, and comprehen-
Aion. The videotape contains a dialogue betWeen consultants, and
teacher and students demonstrate practical classroom activities
for gathering information.

SOURCE Joyce Braga
Program Circulation
.11767 Bonita Avenue
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117 (301) 337-4098

PRICE non broadcast use: $120 per program t-

___b_upslcast use available on request OZ)



TEACHING CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL 'NEEDS, K-3:
Behavior Problems I

autho% Maryland.State Department of Education
\ Dr. Lloyd Smith

\

Publicatym date

\
1979

recomendéci length of time necessary to use material

1,hour

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience

Early childhood, Primary

types of student with general content areas

General student population,
Mildly handicapped, learning disabled

the instructional materials consist of

1) Videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Teacher Manual

tie instructional aPproach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and Post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives;
4) Evaluation material for each objective

abstract

Four problem behaviorsare covered: aggressive, non-participating,
excessively active, and covertly resisting children. Discussion
centers on how the teacher can more effectively manage the learn-

environm.ent by identifying specific problem behaviors, recog-
nizing the individuals affected by the behavior, and determining
the most effective short-term management technique to be used.
Each management technique is discussed.and shown in actual class-
room situations.

SOURCE

PRICE

Joyce Braga
Program Circulation
11767 Bonita Avenue
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117 (301)337-4098

non broadcast use: $120 per program
broadcast use: available on request jUt)
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TITLE:

author

TEACHING CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS, K-3:
Analytic Approach to Reading

Maryland State Depar ment of Education
Dr. Lloyd Smith

publication date
1979

recommended length of time necessary to use material

1 hour

type ofinstruction

Group or individual

target audience

Early childhood, Primary

types of student with general content areas

General student population,
Mildly handicapped, learning disabled

the instructional materials consistsof

1) Videotapei

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Teacher Manaul

the instructional approach is
1) 'Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and PoSt tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives;
4) Evaluation material for each objective

abstract

Teachers follow the entire process of the language experience
approach and discuss its use in teaching reading to the slow
learner. Each step of the process is viewed, and the rationale
for this approach is systematically developed. Actual classroom
situations are shown, demonstrating such techniques as dictated
experience stories, word recognition activities, creative writing,
individualized reading,.and directed reading.

SOURCE

PRICE

Dr. Joyce Braga .

Program Circulation
11767 Bonita Avenue
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117 (301)337-4098

non broadcast use: $120 per program Gj
broadcast use: available on request

4
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TITLE: TEACHING CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS, K-3:
Mathematical Problems I

author Maryland State Department of Education
Dr. Lloyd Smith

publication date

1979

recommended length of time necessary to use material

1 hour

type of-I-nstruction

Grolip or individual

target audience'

Early childhood, Primary

types of student with general content areas

Mildly handicapped, learning disabled

the instructional materialt consist of

1) Videotape

2) Facilitator's Manual

3) Teacher Manual

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and Post tests;
3) Adtivities which correspond to objectives;
4) Evaluation,material for each objective

abstract

The basic math skills needed by primary students are demonstrated,
emphasis on two critical areas of, early math instruction: count-
ing, one-to one correspondence, matching numerals with members of
.,ets, and rational counting. The use of manipulatives, and methbds
of moving from concrete to aiAtract understanding of concepts is
demonstrated. Numerous methods of assessing learner's competencies
in math are given, ris well as methods of teaching these competen-
cies to children having difficulties in math.

SOURCE

PRICE

Dr. Joyce Braga
Program Circulation
11767 Bonita Avenue
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117 (301) 337-4098

non broadcast use: $120 per program
IP . n
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TITLE: TEACHING CHILDRENWITH SPECIAL NEEDS, K-'3:

Mathematical Prob1lerns II

author Maryland State Department of Education
Dr. Lloyd Smith

publication date

1979

recommended length of time necessary to rise material

1 hour '

type of instruction

Group or individual

target audience sk

Early childhood,-Primary

types of student with general content areas

(eneral student population,
Mildly handicapped; learning'disabled

the instructional materials consist of

1) Videotape

7) Facilitator's Manual

3) Teacher Manual

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre .1-1c1 Post tests
3) Activities which correspond to objectives;'
4) Evaluation material for each objective

abstract

Continuing Module 183, Mathematical Problems II illustrates pro-
cedures for teaching the basic math facts and demonstrates tech-
nique:, for assessing student progress. The module offers a wide
variety of methods for teaching young math students to relate
number sentences to concrete situations, then move on to practice
trit basic facts. Many games and mahipula ive devices are demon-
-trated which can be used to give sIow-ledrning children the prac-
tice they need to master the basic math skills.

SOURCE

PRICE

Dr. Joyce Braga
Program Circulation
11767 Bonita Avenue
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117 (301) 337-4098

'non broadcast use: $120 per program
broadcast use: available on re uest
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TITLE: TEACHING CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS, K-3:
The Observation of Behavior'

author Maryland State Department of Education
Lucy Anne Hession

Publication date
1976

recommended length of time necessary to use material

1 hour

type of instruction

'Group or individual

target.audtence
0

Early childhood, Primary

types of student with general.content areas

General student population,
Mildly'handicapped, learning disabled

the instructional materials consist of

1) Videotape

2) Facilitator!s Manual

3) Teacher Manual

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and Post tests
3) Activities which correspond to objectives;'
4) Evaluation material for each objective

abstract

These exercises in, the observation of behavior present anecdotal
record-keeping ds a three-step process: observing, describing,
dnd interpreting student behavior. Teachers will outZine the
cndrdcteristics of a good anectotal record and discuss the various
processes, affecting behavior. The module provides teachers with
dn opportunity to write an anecdotal record, discuss and interpret
it, and make plans for changing student behavior.

SOURCE

PRICE

Dr. Joyce Braga
Progrdm Circulation
11767 Bonita Avenue
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117 (301) 337-4098

non broadcast use: $120 per program
broadcast use: available on request 6,1
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TITLE: TEACHING STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS -- Sec(5ndary Level

author Maryland State Department of Educatidn
Dr. Stanley A. Fagen, Consultant

overview of series
*****************
The "Sf)ecial Needs" secomdary level telecourse has been developed to
provide a viable training vehicle to reach and prepare substantial
numberS of regular educators, to work with special needs students at
the secondary level.

Interviews with more than 90 regular educators from urban, suburban,
and rural populations provided initial suggestions for proposed course
content., Interviewees described their concerns about special needs
students and problems prevalent in their classrooms for which they
needed assistance.

A task force, representing teachers, administrators, and parents, con-
ceptualized and sequenced topics for the series. Instructional units
for the ITV programs and manuals were researched by consultants reprer
senting regular and special education, learning disabilities, psychol-
ogy, speech and language pathology, counseling, medicine, law, career,
and vocational education.

The specific goals of the course are
* To increase the viewer's awareness and understanding of students
with special needs

* To provide the viewer with purposes and methods of assessment
* To give teachers specific tools for working with students

The fifteen program titles are:
1) 4ecial Needs Students in the Classroom; 2) Developmental Character-
istics of Adolescents: 3) Teacher and Peer Attitudes; 4)-The Team
Appr,Jach; 5) Management of the Claroom Environment: 6) Behavior Prob-
lems in the Classroom; 7) Instruction in Reading; 8) Instruction in
Written Expression; 9) Instruction in Mathematics; 10) Instruction in
cience and Social Studies; 11) Career and Vocational Education;
12) Parent Conferencing; 13) Medical Pr_blems; 14) Survival Skills;
13) Employability and the World of Work

The following module has been recommended by the NIN panels:

SOURCE mike Soper 44,

Public Broadcasting System Video
475 L'Enfant Plaza S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20024
(800) 424-7963
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TITLE:
TEACHiNG STUDENTS WITH SPE IAL NEEDS -- Secondary Level
Behavior Problems in the'Classropm

C.

author, Maryland State Department of Education
Dr. Stanley A. Fagen, Consultant

publication date
1981

recommended length-of time necessary to use material

- -30 minute videotape
hdur seminar

type of.instruction

Group

target,audience

High School

types of'student with general content areas

1) General student population,
2) Behavior disordered

the instructional materials consist of

r'

1) Videotape

2) Administrative and Faculty Manual

3) Participant Guide

the instructtional approach is
1) Cledrly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Post test
3) Activities which correspond to objectives;
4) Provision for adding material .

abstract

40.

The videotape accompanying this moaule shows dramatizations of act-
ing-out and non-participating behavior problems. Fifteen behavior
i'.anagement strategies are discussed and illustrated on the tape.
:tie program presents beliavior management as a protection of the
rights of students and teachers. The importance of using an organ-
ized approach with clearly defined goals is emphasized.

SOURCE "Ii%e oper
Public Broadcasting System Video
475 L'Enfant Plaza S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20024
(800) 424-7963

$175.00 to purchase; $55.00 to rentPRICE



TITLE: THE,BEART OF TEACHING

63

author Agency for Instructional Television

overview of series
*****************

"The Heart of Teaching" series was developed ,to meet a specific need

identified by teachers: the need to understand themselveb and their

emotional responses to the daily experiences of their professional

lives. It is based on the assumption that when teachers know and

accupt their own feelings, they are better able to perceive and re-

spond to the emotional needs of their students.

The programs. deal incidentally with various professional topics --

like grading, classroom techniques, and student discipline. But in

this series it is the feelings of the characters (anger, joy, compas-

sion, anxiety) and how they deal with them -- that are significant.

The series consists of five 15-minute programs on the common affective

concerns that teachers themselves have identified as their most trou-

blesome. In addition, there is a special videocassette in which the

project'b national consultants illustrate preferred ways of handling

issues posed in the programs., A discussion leader's guide is also

ava-ilable to follow up the viewing of the videocassettes.

The five topics covered by "The Heart of Teaching" are:

k rhe Parent Crunch (Communication)

* An Eye for Change (Professional Growth)

* Last Hour Clash (Frustration)

Everyone Is Somethlng Else (Individual Differences)

* A Faculty Feeling (Loneliness)

rodules are recommended by the NIN panels:

SOURCE Agency for Instructional Television
Post Office Box A
Bloomington, Indiana 47402



TITLE: THE HEART OF TEACHING: Eve4yone Is Something.Else

aut Agency for Instructional Television

Publication date
1976

recommended length of time necessOry to use material

2 hours

type of instruction

Group

target-audience

All levels

types of student with general content areas

General student population

the instructional materials consist of

1) Videotape

2) Discussion Leader's Guide

the instructional approach is

1) Clearly stated objectives

2) Activities which correspond to objectives
abstract

The videotape accompanying this module is semi-documentary. It

prents scenes of a teacher and children interacting in a multi-
cultural classroom with the teacher commenting about the challenges
of dealing with individual differences.

In the follow-up discussion, viewers are given the chance to
appraise the "emotional climate" of the classroom and consider
what contributes to this climate, including the teacher's feelings
and how she copes with these. Suggested discussion topics include

16SUOS as how a teacher can provide for the comfort and inclu-
.sion of all the students he/she is responsible for.

SOURCE Agency for Instructional Television
P.O. Box A
Bloomington, Indiana 47402

PRICE
Film: $250 each
Videocassette: $125 each
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TITLE: THE HEART OF TEACHING: Last Hour Clash

author Agency for Intructional Television

publication date
1976

recomnded length of time necessary to use material

2 hours

type of instruction

Group

target audience

All levels

types of student with general content areas

General student population

the instructiobal materials consist of

1) Videotape

2) Discussion Leader's Guide

the instructional approach is

1) Clearly stated objectives
2) Activities which correspond to objectives

abstract
Using an open-ended character format, tne videotape accompanying
this module uses humor and exaggeration to bring out the best and
worst characteristics of a concerned but bunglina te4cher, his
-helping" friend, and the student, Sidney.

As a follow-up, viewers are encouraged to discuss the chaisacters as
:nricatures and to focus their attention on: 1) the teelings of the
,-haracters, Knd 2) their attempts to cope with these feelings.

Por,sible discussion topics include:
k Sources of tension and how to deal with it and them;
1":,: best source of help - parent? colleague? troublesome student:

If ".)

* i.rt nr t-hr. toachor of knowing a student's home life.

SOMCE Avancy for Instructional Television
P.O. Box P.
Bloomington, indiana 47402

PRICE
Film: $250 each
Videocassette: $125 each
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TITLE: ADAPTING INSTRUCTION FOR MAINSTREAMED STUDENTS:
An In-Service Trainin Manual for Use with Classroom Teachers

author Barbara Larivee
Research for Better Schools, Inc.

publication date
1980

recommended length of time necessary to use material

6-3 hour sessions

type of instruction

Group

target audience

Elementary

types of stOdent with general content areas

General student population, emphasizing
Learning Disabilities and Mildly Mentally Handicapped

the instructional materials consist of

1) Facilitator Manual

% 2) Participant's Handbook

the instructional approach is

1) Outline of session goals
2) Appropriate activities

abstract

.he.3e six inservice training modules provide teachers with prac-
tical :ftrategies and techniques for adapting instruction to meet
the needs of their students. The six topics covered are:

1. Teaching and Learning Styles
2. Informal Diagnosis
3. Instructional Techniques
4. Adapting Instruction in Reading
5. Adapting Instruction in Math
6. Adapting Instruction Across Content Areas

A facilitator's manual contains a suggested outline and script for
each session and includes transparency and (.verhead masters.

SOURCE In nublication. For information, contact:

Victor Fuchs, Director
Linc, Inc.
1875 Morse Road
Suite 225
Columl)us, OH 432lo

71

(814) 263-5462
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TITLE: BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR CLASSROOM APPLICATION:
An Inservice Training Manual for Use with Classroom Teachers

author Barbara Larivee
Resarch for Fetter Schools, Inc.

publication date

1978
recommended length of time necessary to use material

4-2 hour sessions

type of instruction

Group

target audience

Elementary

types of student with general cogent areas

General student population

the instructional materials consist of

1) Facilitator Manual

2) Workshop handouts

3) Handouts for clasroom use

the instructional approach is
1) appiopriate objectives
2) activities which correspond to objectives
3) provision for skipping material

abstract

rho materials and activities included in the '''Behavior Manager-nt Stra-
tegies" workshop will prepare teachers to use the behavior mou ication
approach in their classroom.

The four sossions are titled:
1) Introduction to Behavior Management; 2) Basic Intervention Princi-
ples and Procedures; 3) Reinforcement Strategies and Behavioral Obser-
vation; 4) Sample Programs and Intervention Strategies.

Activities include case studies, structured problem-solving activities,
worksheets, simulations, and application of learning through a game
activity.

rhu workshop is appropriate for teachers with no previous knowledge of

t-

the behavior modification approach, or with those,who need a quick
review. A completp outline is includpd for the facilitator.

SOURCE In publication. For information, contact:

Victor vuclls, Director
Line, Inc. 74:
1q75 Morse Qoad, Suite 225
Columbus, OH 43229 (814) 263-5462
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TITL:

author

HOW CAN TESTS BE UNFAIR?
A Wo4shop on Nondiscriminatory Testing

Jean N. Nazzaro

publication date
1975

recommended lenath of time necesspry to use material

11/2 to 31/2 hours, depending on format chosen

type of instruction

Group

target audience

All levels

types of student with general untent areas

All handicaps

the instructional materials consist of

Facilitatoi's Manual

2) Student Booklets

3) Simulated Tests

4) .Audiotape

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated objectives; 2) Activities which correspond to
objectives; 3) Evaluation material for each objective;
4) Pnovision for adding or skipping material

abstract

"How Cun Tests Be Unfair" provides educational personnel with an oppor-
tunity to parLicipate in the simulated experience of taking tests that
ure bid-ed. The ekercises provide an opportunity to feel the frustra-
tions a child may experience it he/she Ilas a nroblem in any of the
f,.11lowing six areas:
1) Visual perceptual; 2) Auditory discrimination; 3) Muscle control;
4).Language; 5) Conceptualization; 6) Cultural difference

In uddition to the simulations, follow-dp discussions lead the partici-
p.ar,t to recommend actions to help protect children from being assessed
by unfair materials and practices in the areas of:

te,t. administration * test selection and construction
ue of test results * policy decisions

SOURCE

PRICE

CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Available on request
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TITLE: EVERY STUDENT IS DIFFERENT: The High School

author Lexington, Massachusetts
Public Schools

publication date
1974

recommended length of time necessary to use material

2 - 3 hours

tyPe of instruction

Group

target audience

High School

tyPes of student with general content areas

/'

General student population, Learning disabled

the instructional materials consist of

1) Facilitator's Manual

2) Student Workbook

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated objectives; 2) Pre and post tests; 3) Activities
which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material;
5) Provision for skipping ard adding material

abstract

The materi.Als in this module addregs the problems involved in
mdin6treaming learning disabled high school students. The video
cd.;:-;ette o-fers examples of different teaching approaches designed
to accommodate students with different learning styles. Examples
are given from English and science classes. The tape portrays
the effect that changing-teacher approach may have on students'
motivation and productivity. Suggestions are given for using the
following techniques: grouping with a common topic but with dif-
ferent approaches in each group, the use of learning contracts,
utilizing resources, and the work-study approach.

SOURCE

PRICE

Agency for Instructional Television
Post Office Box 4
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

videocassette $180.00 7
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TITLE: EXPANDING WORK OPTIONS FOR EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS

Carole M. Johnson
author Jill Lamkin

Michael Ward

publication date
1979

recommended length of time necessary to use material
9 - 27 hours

type of instruction : Group or individual

target audience : All levels

types of student with general content areas

General student population -
including gifted and handicapped

the instructional materals consist of

* Facilitator's Guide * Self-Instructional Manual
*,Filmstrip * Audiotape
* Supplementary booklets:

"Exceptional Students in Secondary Schools"
"Vocational Education: Teaching the Handicapped in Regular Classes"

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Pre and post tests:
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provisions for skipping or adding material

abstract

"Expanding Work Options for-Exceptional Students" addresses the devel-
opmental career education needs of exceptional individuals fromjpre-
school through adulthood, and encompasses students in all areas of ex-

ceptionality. The emphasis of the program is on training educatoLs to
adapt and/or develop appropriate career education instructional mater-
ials and curriculum for handicapped learners.

rhe self-instructional manual covers three major content areas:
* Fundamentals of Career Education
* Exceptional Individuals and Career Education
* Implementing Career Education for Exceptional Individuals

rhe format is flexible and adaptable. The material is approprilOte for
use by a variety of school personnel -- special education, regular edu-
catlon, counselors, curriculum specialists, and administration.

The program stresses the importance of career education in helping stu-
ients to understand and acquire the skills needed in both their current
and future life roles.

SOURCE =DE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 5224.

PRICE Available on request 7
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TITLE: HIFI: HEARING IMPAIRED FORMAL INSERVICE PROGRAM

Northeast Regional Media Center for the Deaf

publication date
1975

recommended length of time necessary to use material

8 hours

type of instruction

Group

target audience

Elementary

types of student with general content areas

Hearing Impaired

the instructional materials consist of

1) Facilitator's Manual

2) Transparency masters

3) Videotape

4) Audiotape

abstrdct

The HIFI program is designed to be used as the basis of an inservice
progru., in elementary school 'systems faced With the new task of main-
streaming hear-11,g impaired children. The program is targeted for
w3rk,nopb comprised of classroom teachers and other school personnel
ana, a3 .;uch, relates directly to school district management as well

cLissroom management of the hearing impaired child.

:T.,Iterials primarily address the issue of mainstreaming the hearing
..mp,Jared, but also include information on support services, background
on the hearing impaired, and curriculum.

The manual is divided into seven sections:
1) Introduction; 2) Mainstreaming; 3) Hearing Impairment;
4) Educating the Hearing Impaired in Special chools;
5) Educating the Hearing Impaired in Regular Schools
6) orientation: 7) Resources

SOURtE

PRICE

National Audio Visual Center
Robin Soslow, Publicity Coordinator
Information Services, Room 20409
Washington, D.C. 20409
(301) 763-1850

price: $86.00, o-der #007901
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TITLE: POSITIVE APPROACHES FOR MANAGING TROUgLED STUDENTS
(

author Raymond M. Glass, Ph.D.

publication date
1982 .

recommended length of time necessary to use material

4-11/2 hour sessions

type of instruction: Group

target'audience. All levels

types of student with general content areas

General student population

the instructional matertals consist of

1) Facilitator's Manual
2) Series of handouts

the instructional approach is

1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives
2) Activities which correspond to objectives

. 3) Final project for evaluation

abstract

)
i

-

"Positive Approaches to Managing Troubled Students" presents a program
for teachers to use with children who exhibit troublesome bthaviors in
the classroom. The four sessions develop skills irl
1) uu.;erving and describing behavior; 2) developing behavioral objec-
tive; 3) using various reinforcement procedures; 4) developing and
managing reward programs; 5) phasing out reward programs

Both individual and whale group activities are included. Participants
dre encouraged to complete "homework" activities in their own class-
rooms between thL sessions in order to practice and develop the skills
ocinq taught. A final project involves the writing of a case study on
the progress of one student in the teacher's class as he/she is taken
through each step of this behavior management program.

Complete, detailed outline and instructions are provided for the facil-
itator for each activity in the four sessions.

Raymond M. Glass
SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education Department of Special Education

218 Lindquist and Rehabilitation
University of Iowa University of Maine at Farmington
Iowa City, Iowa 52242 Farmington, Maine 04938

PRICE Available on request
(207) 778-3501

82.00 7 i
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TITLE: INSERVICE TRAINING MATERIALS FOR REGULAR EDUCATION INSERVICE
(Project CRITERIA)

author Rosdinary Lambie and Carol Scearce
Virginia Commonwealth University

publication date
1982

recommended length of time necessary to use material

session 1: 3-4 hours

type of instruction

Group

target audience

Elementary

sessions 2-4: 2 hours

types of students with general content\areas

Mentally handicapped (educable), LearnhIg disabled, Emotionally
disturbed, Physically handicapped, Speech handicapped, flearing
impaired, Visually handicapped, and other\health impaired

the instructional materials consist of

]) FacilitatoOs manual, with activitir-1,
2) Handouts
3) Transparencies
4) Audiotapes

abstract

The "Project Criteria" inservice modules present classroom teachers
with d course in understanding and working with handicapped children
in the regular classroom. Emphasis is placed on building positive
attitudes in the handicapped children and their classmates.

The four instructional areas covered by the inservice modules are:
* Characteristics, Attitudes, and Activities for Phasing the

Handicapped Child into the Regular Classroom .

* Managing Surface Behavior
* Adaptations of Materials and Instruction
* Peer Tutoring

The modules include complete instructions for the facilitator, includ-
ing background information, lists of materials needed, suggested sche-
dules, and introductory, formative, and application activities for each
of the four modules.

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa- --
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on request

Dr. Rosemary Lambie
Division of Educational Services
Virginia Commonwealth University
Oli-ver-Hall, Room 1040
Richmond, Virgihia--2-32-84-
(804) 257-1305
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TITLE: THE SWEETWATER PLAN'

J. Dayid Reid and K. Wiener, Teaching the Mildly Handi-author
capped in_the Regular Class (Teacher Activity Text)

*William,K. Wiener and J. David Reid, Facilitator'g Manual for
the Sweetwater Plan

Publication date 1979

recommended length of time necessary to use material: 10-3 hr. sessions
type of instruction: Graup

target audience: Elementary through Junior High School

0

types of student with general content areas: Mildly handicapped, includ-
ing the mentally handicapped, learning disabled, and emotionally
handicapped

instructiondl materials consist of: 1) Teacher Activity Text; 2) over-
head masters; 3) Facilitator's Manual

p.
the inftructional approach is: 1) Clearly sta ted, measurable objectives;

2) Pre and post tests; 3) Activities which cprrespond to objectives;
4) Evaluation material for each objective; 5) Provision for skippi,ng
material

4
abstract The Sweetwater Plan is an on-site, inservice program for regular class-

room teachers that can be implemented by the resource teacher,or other special
education personnel assigned to a school. The focus is on giVing teachers general
information about the mildly handicapped and methods and materials for working more

-directly with children with special needs. The preparation sssions utilize both
large group instruction and relevant classroom activities designed to help the
regular classroom teacher deal with all children in the classroom.

IThe emphasis on teaching the basic skills associated with fixed learning tasks such 1

[

as reading, arithmetic, writing, and spelling. This is done by concentrating on how
to logistically work iwth the handicapped given the constraints of the regular class4
room, rather than with providing highly specialized training`programs that must be
made to fit the regular classroom.

The six ItUty units cover: 1) The Mildly Handicapped: An Introduction; 2) The Use
of Task Analysis in Educating the Mildly Handicapped; 3) The Assessment of the
Mildly Handicapped; 4) Witing I.E.P.'s for the Mildly Handicapped; 5) Developing,
selecting, and Utilizing Instructional Programs with the Mildly Handicapped;
6) Methods for Increasing Academic Behavior and Decreasing Inappropriate Social
Behavior

.

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, 'Iowa 52242

PRICE Avdilable on request

Dr. William K. Wiener, Director
Project TAMEC
Lenoir-Rhyne College
Hickory, North Carolina 28603
(704) 328-1741

Teacher Activity Text: $6.00
Facilitator's Manual: $2.00
Overhead Masters: $2.00

postage
,
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TITLE: DEVELOPING A SCHOOL-BASED WORKSHOP PROGRAM

author Lorie Obernauer, Jan Sansone, and Naomi Zigmond
University of Pittsburgh

Publication date: 1981

recommended length of time necessary to use material

3-hours 3

type of instruction: Individual

target audience : All levels

types of student with general content areas

General student population

the instructional materials consist of
Manual

the instructional approach is

1) Clearly stated objectives
2) Activities,which correspond to objectives

abstract

"Developing a School-Based Workshop Program" is designed to help re-
source teachers plan for and implement inservice workshops for teachers
of mainstreamed students. The hope is that these school-based inserv-
ice activities will enable all school personnel to'update their know-
1(2dge about special education and to develop skills that will equip
them tu accommodate their mainstreamed special education students.

the guide introduces the resource teacher to his/her ,responsibilities
in workshop p1anninti by providing:

* a diocussion uf common issues and problems that are associated with
inservice

* ..lecription of stages that are involved in organizing workshops
k.1 deocription of the resource teacher's role during the workshops
* cifLc suggt:tions for the design and implementation of different

kinds of sessions

The four types of workshops discussed are:
I) Nc:eds Assessment 2) Problem-Solving
3) :Tharing Ideas 4) Information Sharing

Inc text follows a guestion-answer format and provides the -participant
with practical suggestions, examples, and checklists.

SOURCE

PRICE

CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Available on requesti

Program in Special Education
Forbes Quadrangle, Suite 5M01
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260

reproduction costs and handling
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77

CREATING AWARENESS OF TEST BIAS: A TRAINING PACKAGE

author Hinda Miller, Camilla Grigsby,
Evelyn Richardson, Judy Stiely, and James Duffey

The National Learning Resource Center of Pennsylvania

publication date
1978

recommended length of time necessary to use material

11/2 hours

type of instruction: Group or individual

g,sWIPP

target 'audience: All levels

types of student with general content areas

General student population

the instructional materials consist of
1) Creating Awareness of Test Bias: A Training Package"

(which includes the simulations)
2) "Identification of Bias in Testing: A Checklist and Guide"

the instructionnl approach is
1) Clearly stated objectives
2) Activities which correspond to objectives
3) Provision for adding or skipping material

abstract

"Creating Awareness of Test Bias" is a program designed for use by'edu-
cators Involved in the assessment of exceptional children. It is' in-
tended to introduce users to the problems of culture-fair testing via
simulated assessment activities. By ung the package, participants
-.11ould gain insight into tlie problems of culture-fair testing and
_hould become more aware of potential sources of test bias. In addi-
tion, the simulations are designed to permit participants to share some
of the thoughts and feelings experienced by the Culturally different
child Involved in a test situation.

..ectioh I pre5-,ents the participant with a statement of the problem, ah
overvtew of-the ways in which cultural differences can result in test
1,1u, key Issues in minority testing, and some methods for coping with
cultUral.bias in testing.

.-,ection II Includes the eight simulation activities. Participants have
the chdnce to complete General Information, Vocabulary, Spelling, and

te.Dt..., which simulate the problems confronted by exceptional or
culturally different students.

u -ulminating activity, the participant is provided with material to
-walk through d case study, from diagnostic input to program planning.

SOURCE

PRICE

CEEDE, College of Education
218 Lindquist

-University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Available on request
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TITLE: BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT:
A Competency-Based Manual for In-Service Training

author Stanley Fagen and Jeffery Hill

publicatidn date : 1977

recommende length of time necessary to use material

15-3 hour sessions

type of instruction: GrouP

target audience: Alllevels

types of student with general content areas
General student population

the instructional- materials consist of
1) Facilitator's Manual
2) Activities
3) Tests
4) Various AV materials listed for optional.use by instructor

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives; 2) Post tests;
3) Activities which correspond to objectives; 4) Evaluation material

for each objective; 5) Provision for adding or skipping material

abstract

The "Behavior Management" inservice prograra is intended to help teach-1
crs prevent and survive difficult encounters with student behavior.
It alJo hopes to foster competencies to build such encounters into
avenues Eor increased stability, trust, and self-Psteem.

The course is made up of six modules:
PREVENTION
1. Establishing Behavior Values, Standards, and Limits
2. The Operant Strategy as One of Three Educational Approaches
3. Strategies for Reinforcing Behavior Values

copINn
4. Teachina Acceptance of and Coping with Frustration

INTERVENTION
5. Surface Management Techniques for Intervening in Disruptive School

Behavior
6. Life Space Interviewing

The manual inclucts detailed lesson plans, suggested readings, charts,
questionnaires, and activities which encourage direct application to
classroom situationc.

SOURCE

PRICE

Psychoeducationa1 Resources, Inc.
Post OEfice Box 306
Burtonsville, Maryland 20866
(202) 214-6823

$15.00 84

Mb.
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11114: DATA BANK GUIDE TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM: 'COMMUNICATION

1

the instructional materials consist of

author
s,

Pamela Bodoin Smith and Glee Ingram Bentley

'riublication date

1975

recommended length of time necesSary to use material

3 hours

type of instruction

Group

target audience

All levels

types of student with general content areas

General student population

1) Filmstrip
2) Audiotape
3) Facilitator's Manual
4) Student Workbook
5) Game

Ithe instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated objectives
2) Activities which correspond to objectives
3) Provision for adding material

abstract

This Data Bank Guide suggests activities for improving verbal
exchange skills and the ability to effectively exprefs feelings
by omphal;izing the accurate encoding and decoding of messages.
L1,tening skills, information gathering, and conflict response
skills are stressed. Activities ,include
ectivities, group discussion, and role playing. RoiAblocks to
communication are also analyzed. Active and passive listening,
clarifyinq responses, and "I-messages' are practiced by participants

SOURCE CFEDE, Colleqe'of Education
218 Lindquist
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on request

/Ma ....4111111011101
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TITLE: DATA BANK GUIDE TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM:

author Pamela Bodoin Smith and Glee Ingram Bentley

publication date
1975

recommendee length of time necessary to

4 hours, 20 minutes

type of instruction

Group

target audience

se material

All levels

types of student with general content areas

General student population

the instructional materials consist of

1) Filmstrip
2) Audiotape
3) Participant's Workbook
4) Activities
5) Questionnaire

the instructional approach is
1) Clearly stated, measurable objectives
2) Activ:Aies which correspond to ohjectives
3) Provisions for adding niaterial

abstract

This module is based on the premise that traditional grading and
reporting systems do not reflect the intent of individualized
in.,truction. Crading/Reporting addresses two major issues: the
evaluation of :ftudent work, ary the manner and form in which the
evaluation is reported. A widb variety of materials and activi-
ties are provided which encourage opportunities for interaction
and sharing points of view. Simulation activities allow partici-
pants to create, evaluate, modify, and discuss alternative grading
.4y3toms.

SOURCE CEEDE, College of Education
218 findquist \

University of Iowa'
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

PRICE Available on request
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